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Invitation



Dear

I am writing to invite you to respond to a poem by the artist Ian Hamilton Finlay. I am currently 
undertaking a research residency with The Little Sparta Trust drawing from the Finlay archives. 
In 1960, before Finlay became associated with concrete poetry and began work on Little 
Sparta he published a book of  poems, stories and scripts titled The Dancers Inherit the Party. The 
mimeographed book takes its title from a short poem that is central to this invitation. A scan of  
this poem is attached.

I am composing a hypothetical programme of  live performances for the Little Sparta Trust. The 
departure point for this programme is the poem The Dancers Inherit the Party. I have chosen this 
poem for its brevity, openness, curious tone and nascent position in the development of  Finlay’s 
practice. The poem sits outside of, and apart from, the complex intertextuality of  Finlay’s later, 
and celebrated, works including the garden work Little Sparta. 

Last spring I proposed to the Little Sparta Trust research that would culminate in the devising 
of  a hypothetical programme to celebrate the opening of  Little Sparta in summer 2018 (Little 
Sparta opens to the public once the garden is in full bloom). Thus, ‘beginnings’ was my theme, 
and now finds expression in this early poem by Finlay. The Dancers Inherit the Party is a poem from 
the beginnings of  Finlay’s practice and invokes a time of  parties and endless, drunken dancing and 
intellectual talking at all night parties. 

I invite you to use the poem as your departure point. From there you are asked to imagine a 
performance you would like to stage in the Mitchell Library’s Poet’s Corner (formally titled the 
Scottish Poetry Library). This is a currently disused wooden paneled room on the ground floor 
of  the Mitchell Library with direct access from North Street. The room’s Victorian interior is 
perfectly preserved, complete with gilded signage, engraved glass and antique furniture, fittings 
and shelving. The interior of  the room itself  is the context in which the performances are 
imagined unfolding.

Your hypothetical performance can be described using the language most appropriate: text, script, 
photographs, drawings, sketches and may relate to the poem in any way you like, or you can simply 
use the poem as a trigger. I have in mind the collection of  unrealised, or unrealisable proposals, 
collected by Hans Ulrich Obrist in the publication Unbuilt Roads.

Your hypothetical performances will comprise a hypothetical programme which will be 
hypothetically introduced by me with a close reading of  Finlay’s poem. My final programme will 
include aspects of  fiction, drama and draw upon the uncertain status of  poetry, as well as your 
imaginings. I also attach the plan of  the Poet’s Corner and photographs so you can imagine the 
site more clearly.

I hope you will be able to send me a description/depiction of  a performance that I can build into 
a programme taking the title The Dancers Inherit the Party. If  you have any questions, just ask.

Warm regards,

Sarah



Poet’s Corner Plan











Maria Fusco 

My hypothetical performance is very simple:

Buy a bottle of  Wolfburn Small Batch Release No. 128 from 
The Good Spirits, 23 Bath Street. 

This should be served during the evening of  performances.
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Chloë ReidChloë Reid
Mafi aMafi a

Dear SarahDear Sarah

I hope this message fi nds you in good spirits.I hope this message fi nds you in good spirits.

In preparation for my response to your invitation I have engaged In preparation for my response to your invitation I have engaged 
in and initiated a number of  parties over the past two weeks. My in and initiated a number of  parties over the past two weeks. My 
commitment to the fi eld has reduced my physical and mental commitment to the fi eld has reduced my physical and mental 
capacities to the extent I have had to factor in a few extra days capacities to the extent I have had to factor in a few extra days 
of  recovery before submitting my proposal, hence the delay.of  recovery before submitting my proposal, hence the delay.

My research has yielded a number of  hypotheses. I am not My research has yielded a number of  hypotheses. I am not 
yet sure what my position is with regards to Ian Hamilton yet sure what my position is with regards to Ian Hamilton 
Finlay’s claim that the dancers inherit the party. I appreciate the Finlay’s claim that the dancers inherit the party. I appreciate the 
legacy that Finlay’s poem attributes to a party. I welcome the legacy that Finlay’s poem attributes to a party. I welcome the 
idea that there is something acquired on account of  a person’s idea that there is something acquired on account of  a person’s 
performance at a party, that parties are not exclusively transient performance at a party, that parties are not exclusively transient 
or fruitless activities. Unlike the narrator of  this poem however, or fruitless activities. Unlike the narrator of  this poem however, 
I value the talkers and the dancers equally. A person’s role at I value the talkers and the dancers equally. A person’s role at 
a party ideally involves both actions though as Finlay’s poem a party ideally involves both actions though as Finlay’s poem 
suggests, I have found that there is often a divide between the suggests, I have found that there is often a divide between the 
dancers and the talkers.dancers and the talkers.

My hypothetical response to your brief  involves the My hypothetical response to your brief  involves the 
participation of  a number of  people and will hypothetically participation of  a number of  people and will hypothetically 
generate further provisional material. So the hypotheses generate further provisional material. So the hypotheses 
will produce an inheritance, though that inheritance will will produce an inheritance, though that inheritance will 
be hypothetical.be hypothetical.
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I wish to continue to develop my hypothetical response beyond 
this initial description – not in the pursuit of  resolution but 
rather to widen its terms. I will do this through notes, diagrams 
and sketches that I can forward to you as I go, should you 
be interested.

I ask that you consider this description as exactly that – that is, 
not for its aesthetic values or lack thereof.

Chloë
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Synopsis

I propose a series of  evenings structured around a version of  
the game known as Mafia. The game will be played by a group 
of  people in the Poet’s Corner.

For a period of  time preceding, during and after the series of  
evenings, the section of  the poet’s corner that is outside of  
the area of  play will be used by me as a space for research into 
the game, its historical development and social significance. 
Included in the research will be notes taken by the participants 
in the game. With the permission of  the participants, I will 
assemble the notes, along with my own research in this section 
of  the poet’s corner. At the end of  the series of  evenings, 
I will present my research and participants will be invited to 
moderate, examine, contribute to and intervene freely in the 
research as assembled in this section of  the room. Afterwards, 
all evidence of  the game activity and research material will be 
destroyed.
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Introduction to Mafia

Mafia is a game that is most commonly played at social 
gatherings, late at night or towards the end of  a party. Mafia 
is played by 8 or more people with one narrator, who directs 
but does not actively take part in the game. At the beginning 
of  the game the narrator secretly assigns roles to each of  the 
players. This is generally done using small folded pieces of  
paper inscribed with the titles of  the roles. The roles split the 
party into those who are informed (the mafia) and those who 
are uninformed (the innocents). The former is in the minority. 
A narrator may also include, as part of  the innocents, a small 
number of  mediating roles such as a detective, a medic or a 
psychic. The two phases of  the game are night and day. The 
narrator sets the scene by describing the arrival of  night time 
and instructs the players to close their eyes. The mafia are asked 
to open their eyes and silently select a victim in the group. * 
The group then open their eyes (day time) at which point the 
narrator informs them that one of  them has been murdered. 
The victim is now dead and may observe the game but is no 
longer in play. The innocents then hold a meeting where they 
debate who they think the killers are and vote to have one 
of  the suspects lynched. Once the suspect has been lynched, 
the suspect joins the dead in being removed from play and 
the narrator reveals the assigned role of  the suspect – that is, 
whether the suspect is a member of  the mafia or if  the suspect 
has been wrongly accused. The game operates through rounds 
that follow this sequence until either the mafia has been killed 
or only the mafia remain.
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The game has a number of  variations but is generally played a 
number of  times over, with the roles of  the players alternating 
each time.** Over the course of  the game, the players become 
more and more accustomed to one another’s body language 
and strategies and a dynamic emerges in the group  – a kind of  
micro-culture.

*At this point, if  the narrator has chosen to include mediating roles among the 
innocents, the mafia will be asked to close their eyes along with the other players. 
The mediator – for example, the medic, will be asked to open their eyes and select 
a person they wish to save from death. If  the mediating role is a detective or 
policeman, the mediator will select a suspect to sentence to death. If  the mediator 
is accurate in their selection, the player will be saved/sentenced to death, forfeiting 
the next stage of  the game – that is, the meeting of  the innocents. If  the mediator 
is inaccurate in their selection, the game will continue as before. It is also possible to 
have more than one mediating role and this adds layers and complexity to the game 
at the narrator’s discretion.

**The narrator may choose to assign the roles randomly – as if  dealing cards.
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History and Background of  Mafia

The creation of  the game Mafia is attributed to 
Dmitry Davidoff  who developed it in the Psychology 
Department in Moscow State University in the late 1980’s. 
The game was set up as a means of  combining his studies in 
psychology with his position as a high school teacher. It spread 
quickly through classrooms and dormitories and social clubs 
and other Soviet Universities and later to European countries 
and parts of  the United States where it was remodelled and 
examined in a number of  different contexts. The game has been 
used as a case study in the area of  Visual Psycho-diagnostics 
which involves the analysis of  body language and non-verbal 
communication.

Concerns have also been raised about the effects of  the game 
on the morality of  the players, particularly when it is played 
by children.
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Terms and Roles

The cultural specificity and relevance of  the term mafia has been 
questioned and a version of  the game that is widely recognised 
is titled Warewolf though there are many variants.

Each game must include roles for a minority who are informed 
(Mafia or Warewolf) and the majority who are uninformed 
(innocents, villagers, civilians or townspeople).

Mediating or optional roles might include policemen, detectives, 
young innocent/villager, barman.
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Specifications

There will be three evenings of  Mafia.

Three narrators will be invited to direct each evening’s game.

Narrators will put together storylines, including music and 
sounds effects, if  desired.

Narrators will be encouraged to take their position seriously 
and possess the ability or at least, the enthusiasm to perform 
convincingly.

Narrators may decide which roles they would like to include in 
their game. In addition to the roles of  detective and medic as 
described above, commonly used mediating roles include:

young innocent – is permitted to sneakily open their 
eyes during the course of  the game when the other 
innocents eyes are closed but cannot verbally reveal 
what they have seen.

barman – a member of  the mafia who can cancel the 
effects of  another role’s abilities each round.

Narrators will each select a group of  people to invite to play 
the game. The number of  people invited will depend on the 
narrator but must be more than eight. The people invited by 
each narrator will then be pooled and randomly allocated an 
evening so that the narrator will not necessarily be directing 
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an evening where they are familiar with the participants.

Narrators will be encouraged to select a group of  people 
who do not know each other well and are of  differing ages 
and interests.

Participants / players will be encouraged to manipulate the game 
within the structure created by the narrator.

The games will begin at 9 pm and end at a time decided by a 
vote at a meeting of  the innocents that can be called by any 
participant at the end of  a round. The game may 
continue indefinitely.

All participants will be provided with notepaper and encouraged 
to take notes while the game is being played. These notes may 
help to recognise strategies and develop indices of  the body 
language of  the players.

The notes will be collected at the end of  the game (with the 
permission of  the participants) and will be assembled by me 
in the research section of  the room after the games have taken 
place. These notes will form the only record of  the evenings.

Drinking is permitted. A selection of  beverages and 
multi-faceted glasses will be provided for the participants.
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Layout and Modifications to the Space

The main action of  the game will take place in the section of  
the poet’s corner viewed upon entering the space. The players 
will be seated around the long table in this space.

All backing boards of  the shelves and display cabinets will be 
fitted with mirrors. The shelves will remain empty, save for 
these mirrors.

I will use the large space/room on the right of  the entrance 
as a research space as noted above. The table in this space will 
be removed from the room and replaced by the table with the 
inkwells and angled surfaces.

Lighting will be low and atmospheric. Lamps may be included.
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Aman SandhuAman Sandhu
Dancers and TalkersDancers and Talkers
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Dancers and Talkers.Dancers and Talkers.
Right now, dancers are our potent activists. Their bodies are moving and they’re hiding their words.Right now, dancers are our potent activists. Their bodies are moving and they’re hiding their words.

Every container in the Poet’s Corner will be fi lled.Every container in the Poet’s Corner will be fi lled.

Left side:     Right side:Left side:     Right side:

The shelves and cabinets        Hand blown glass jarsThe shelves and cabinets        Hand blown glass jars
are stuffed with acoustic   fi lled with water areare stuffed with acoustic   fi lled with water are
foam.   placed inside each shelf.foam.   placed inside each shelf.

A drum kit    A Horse.A drum kit    A Horse.

Tony Allen, the drummer for Fela Kuti’s Africa ‘70 A performer drops pieces of  dry iceTony Allen, the drummer for Fela Kuti’s Africa ‘70 A performer drops pieces of  dry ice
will continuously perform the architectural drum  into the glass jars until the entirewill continuously perform the architectural drum  into the glass jars until the entire
pattern of  Fela’s sound. His music was all parts- room is fi lled with fog.pattern of  Fela’s sound. His music was all parts- room is fi lled with fog.
dance, political activism and sex.dance, political activism and sex.

Now it’s safe to talk.Now it’s safe to talk.



Richard TaylorRichard Taylor
Dissecting SIMDADissecting SIMDA

After its use in 2013 in an exhibition in the basement of  a After its use in 2013 in an exhibition in the basement of  a 
terraced house in Beeston, in the south of  Leeds, my SIMDA terraced house in Beeston, in the south of  Leeds, my SIMDA 
3215 35mm slide projector broke :-( .3215 35mm slide projector broke :-( .

I tried to fi x it by buying new bulbs but these bulbs I tried to fi x it by buying new bulbs but these bulbs 
short-circuited the projector to the point of  overheating its short-circuited the projector to the point of  overheating its 
elements. My studio at the time was fi lled with the dry acidy elements. My studio at the time was fi lled with the dry acidy 
smell of  burning electrics and plastic. I quickly unpluggedsmell of  burning electrics and plastic. I quickly unplugged
the device, which has not been used since. It sits mostly now the device, which has not been used since. It sits mostly now 
as an object but I feel it still holds the potential for displaying as an object but I feel it still holds the potential for displaying 
great memories.great memories.

I have attempted to study its components through online I have attempted to study its components through online 
manuals (mostly in French), but fi nd this unfathomable to the manuals (mostly in French), but fi nd this unfathomable to the 
point of  defeat. My idea for a performance at the Poet’s Corner point of  defeat. My idea for a performance at the Poet’s Corner 
at the Mitchell Library is to display an open surgery on the at the Mitchell Library is to display an open surgery on the 
projector, where I take apart its casing and pull out different projector, where I take apart its casing and pull out different 
elements of  its electrical parts; attempting to follow elements of  its electrical parts; attempting to follow 
the diagrams of  its workings found online.the diagrams of  its workings found online.

The point of  this is to question what exists beyond the The point of  this is to question what exists beyond the 
projector’s body, and how other small objects and texts might projector’s body, and how other small objects and texts might 
be found within its anatomy. I propose to disconnect and empty be found within its anatomy. I propose to disconnect and empty 
its many parts along with additional objects and written texts, its many parts along with additional objects and written texts, 
out on to one of  the large reading tables in the Poet’s Corner, out on to one of  the large reading tables in the Poet’s Corner, 
as if  they are organs with some instructional language when as if  they are organs with some instructional language when 
arranged in a certain way. I envisage the arrangement to be arranged in a certain way. I envisage the arrangement to be 
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similar in format to some of  the concrete poetry and textual 
arrangements-cum-objects of  Ian Hamilton Finlay (for example 
Acrobats (1968), and Poster Poem (Le Circus) (1964)).

The texts are compiled from older stories written during my 
time living in Edinburgh between 2011 and 2015. Most of  
these tales focus on time spent partying at the Wee Red Bar at 
Edinburgh College of  Art. Other short tales interweave with 
these anecdotes to compile a folk history behind the relatively 
recent re-discovery of  the vaults under South Bridge in 
Edinburgh’s old town.

Objects like eggs (probably raw), parts of  garments, tabs of  
colour like acid (but not actually LSD), foil nipple covers, as 
well as the folded up texts themselves, will join the complex 
projector components, building a rich narrative. Each text 
shall be read in turn, leading to the next object and the next 
text accordingly.

This dissection of  the projector is apt for a performance that 
grasps at how memories are contained within the potential of  
broken analogue photographic equipment; something that, 
if  functional, might pleasingly display slides that depict and 
heighten a story-telling experience.
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One slide shall be tucked into the projector too; a photograph 
I took during my only visit to Little Sparta in 2015, which 
shows sculptures in the garden wrapped in waterproof  plastic 
sheeting (I think me and my friends perhaps trespassed there 
after realising it was closed to the public out of  season). The 
performance will show this, using a digitised version of  it 
projected momentarily within the Poet’s Corner as I hold the 
slide in its mount up to the beam of  light.

Much of  this is about failed attempts and bad decisions. For 
one, to put a wrong bulb in a device and watch it smoke. Also, 
as the stories tell, a crap idea to wear long johns under your 
jeans to a club night; a wrong move to go back to an afterparty 
you don’t want to go to; a silly idea to engage in conversation 
with someone who won’t shut up; a failed trip to an artwork that 
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is in fact closed, in the middle of  the Peatland Hills. A very silly 
thing to turn up to the Wee Red Bar when its closed and try to 
hide from your pal who is taking a piss in the freezing night air. 
Trying to follow instruction manuals written in a language you 
don’t understand. Then, perhaps a bad sort of  thought to put an 
uncooked egg inside a projector; probably a shit idea to take the 
projector apart because you’ll never get it back together again.

I enjoy this idea of  confronting fallibility and thrive on how such 
experimentation can lead to other ideas. I find it interesting to 
imagine that Finlay himself  may have written The Dancers Inherit 
the Party collection facing a similar sort of  jeopardy, at least 
within a life where he felt somewhat precarious; latching on to 
the places and people he adored. For him the collection led to 
more concrete things and it came from a place of  being freer, 
before he situated himself  and his work at Stonypath, trapping 
his words in objects.

The memories I have written about are of  a freer time too, when 
I would dance without feeling self-conscious. The Wee Red Bar 
provided a safe space for this to happen.

I promise I won’t smash the egg. And I’d like the performance 
to be filmed so I know how to put SIMDA back together again, 
watching the documentation in reverse afterwards.

See a collection of  texts that are under consideration for 
inclusion in the performance on the following pages. Most of  
them are quick but this is not a definite list, as the performance 
could go on for a long time.
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Texts

Come live with me

‘But my PhD is about his little magazines, type-writer, 
zeroxed, distributed.’

She told me of  this at one in the morning, it was windy but not 
cold; we’d left the club without much else to do and didn’t want 
to return to our homes. We were about to move in together 
and the night was giving us space to get to know one another. 
We climbed Carlton Hill and clambered up the unfinished 
monument – sat on its edge, the great pillars at our backs. Little 
did we know that below in gorse several men were fucking like 
pagans. We looked beyond to the horizon, watchedfor the lights 
of  Fife, the old Kingdom.

Third member of  wee red bar

‘He said once; why would you situate yourselves in Edinburgh? 
So, I don’t think he ever came here.’Remarks the 3rd ever 
member of  Wee Red, from when they made you sign up and 
take cards to prove your signature on return.

Once I changed in the toilet after exhausting conversation over 
Red Stripe, deciding to bop to the egg instead.

Toilet – wet with piss and beer on the floor. Balance yourself, 
take off  one shoe and take off  that leg of  jeans and then long 
johns. Balance still, don’t let the garments touch the floor. 
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Carefully replace jeans to leg without long john. Shift weight. 
Repeat with other leg: all the while holding on to the toilet 
role dispenser. 

Back to the party; Acid man in the corner out of  his face, long 
johns tucked at the back of  his seat along with your coat and 
bag. Join the dance floor get sweaty and fall into the wall time 
and time again.

Egg it, watch him pee, turf  yourself  out

Around this time the place – the egg – was usually open. We 
took a shortcut over the grass to the entrance. No one around, 
the way was shut. He needed to go pee and this happened 
behind a skip full of  turfed out sculpture – stone and plaster 
compiled like a broken garden cupped in painted hired steel. 

Us two, we hid at the other side of  the courtyard whilst he 
emptied his bladder on to the floor. The night was quiet; we 
listened up to the final drop from his bell end, and held our 
breath in silence. 

It took a while for him to find us. The scaffolding against the 
new building across from our hiding place became a vantage 
point for him to survey the ground. He then spotted us, before 
we had chance to retreat to a better area. 

No security; the whole place was ours and we felt so close to the 
floor. Instead of  walking we crawled back up the path. At 
the top, we scaled the stone wall landing onto the recycle bins 
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in the Fire Museum car park on the other side.  

Lady vault explorer

When you give me change don’t bother giving me the coins with 
the notes, as I will get them mixed up when trying to place them 
in my purse. Notes will end up in the coin section, or 
coins in the note section – not to mention the cards in the 
receipt section. Just hand each type of  moneys to me separately 
and one by one. I grew up in South Africa, my dad was in the 
army before we moved back to Edinburgh. My youngest brother 
was not planned; he was born in the city upon our return and 
never knew the grasslands of  the large continent as we did. 
Mind you keep the hot chocolate strong and properly hot, and 
the water, it needs to be lukewarm not cold. I can’t stand cold 
water. And don’t serve me coffee – it gives me migraines like no 
end. My son is getting marriedto my soon to be daughter in law. 
They live in London I just visited them – make sure you stamp 
my loyalty card – the best way to travel is with a senior citizens 
railcard if  you catch the first-class fairs around three months in 
advance. Did I tell you about the day I found out that I suffer 
from migraines? It was when we moved back to Edinburgh 
when I was still a child, we lived in the south of  the city and 
I took two buses to school in the north, in Newhaven. One day 
I missed one of  the buses and had towalk in the rain and got a 
terrible fever. I arrived at school with a blinding headache – my 
vision was not split, it was more narrowed to the size of  a pin in 
the end. I think I was almost blind by the time I got home – the 
home help received me at the door and put me straight to bed. 
I didn’t leave the bed for days, several days at least. This book 
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I am reading, its non-fiction, its good – I am not reading too 
much of  it now though am I? I used to be a geography teacher 
before I took retirement. I taught all over Edinburgh and took 
children on trips to the old town of  the city for tours – back 
in the days when more and more of  the vaults and places like 
Mary Queen’s Close were still being discovered. The historical 
architecture – I know all about it because of  these tours, it’s a 
fascinating place we live in. The street where I live; the council 
have only placed parking restrictions and resident permits there 
to pay for the public transport they have made such a mess of. 
You would do well not to move your car at all during heavy 
snowfall, the parking attendants are like hawks when checking 
if  you’re within the lines or not – even if  the lines are not that 
visible. I got a severe fine once, contested it and lost. So had to 
pay more in the end. They’re tightening their belts because of  
the trams. 

Space Lady

She did look like the retired geography teacher but skinnier. 
She wore a plastic silver Viking hat, the horns made longer with 
entwined foil. Makeup maxed and sparkling. A crop top, no 
bra – awkward nipples perhaps also covered in foil pointing out 
trying to reach her elbows, which were wrapped, in foil. 
In fact; she wasn’t much like the Geography teacher other 
than in her face, slightly haggard but knowledgeable and quick 
features. Her stature was torn and loose, her limbs clinging to 
the way she secured her weight to one leg. The keyboard in front 
of  her came to the height of  her stretched arms, the keys at her 
fingertips, their speed conjuring levitating affect. Her music was 
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physical and hysterical. They did not know whether to laugh, or 
nod. Half  the audience were trapped behind plastic translucent 
curtains as if  she had herded their position with each note, to 
the right, into acid territory again, passed LSD man and right up 
against the fruit machines and fire escape doors. She had clearly 
licked plenty of  tabs, like stamps, like small wet kisses. The walls 
of  the Wee Red were dripping with her colourful ideas, the 
special electronica made everyone gaze at her stars.

Through poster, into tomb

Back to the after party; acid man never left the corner, too 
out of  his face. Long johns stuffed in my coat pocket the legs 
hanging out into the near freezing air. Steam leaving our bodies 
briefly clouding the night. Back to her place under the bridges; 
this student hovel. Get dancing more like crazy long johns on 
the floor trodden into thick heavily patterened infested carpet. 
Move to the middle of  the room surrounding the girl squatted 
phantom-pissing; too much of  a K-hole. Get sweaty; fall into 
the poster on the wall and knock through into the vaults of  
darkness. Put your arm through and finger the blackness. 
With uncut nails discover where people held to one another 
in dampness, in pitch black, in conversation. Clench your fist 
and then release it, face your palm downwards to the floor 
where they indeed coughed, she noted, over smoke and burned 
together. Their flesh licked by flames downto the bone but all 
you feel is longing cold.
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Opaque red smoke emanates at a viscous pace 
through the cracks of  the ladies’ room door, blooming 
upwards to the ceiling before reversing back into the 
locked room. This cycle is accompanied by a muffled 
soundtrack which can be heard through the walls in 
the library. 

The shelves remain empty as dusk settles indefinitely.

Suzanne van der Lingen
Beginnings and endings never suffice
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Rebecca Wilcox 
THE DANCERS INHERIT THE PARTY but we don’t need 
to choose

Time of  day: At this time of  year, mid-evening; dusk, as the 
library closes, window blinds closed. 

Equipment: One mini digital projector, small enough to hold in 
one hand .....

Performer: Me.

Audience: The performance takes place on the two tables (both 
“Table Type 1”s), moving from one to the other, so the limit on 
numbers is dictated by however many people can comfortably fit 
in one area of  the room.

1. I lie on my stomach on one of  the two identical 
tables, elbows down to push my chest and head upwards, 
forearms resting on the table and wrists angled to enable 
me to see the script. I read aloud, trying to keep aware 
of  the way my breath and muscles are modified by this 
physical position. I read slightly slower than feels natural. 
My heels and the bottom half  of  my legs tend to sway 
about when I’m in this position.
2. I rearrange myself, sit up, hang my legs freely from the 
side of  the table, and project the script onto the window 
blind in the same part of  the room, hopefully allowing 
enough time for the audience and I to read the script to 
ourselves. The text might quiver in synch with any bodily 
movements I make.
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3. I move to the other table, carefully dragging any cables 
along with me.
4. I lie on my back and read aloud from the script, again. 
My arms should be symmetrical, upright and angled 
away from the table in order that I can see the script. I 
read it at a natural pace, in a lighter manner than before; 
more chatty. I might push my knees up and move my 
feet towards my body, making triangular spaces between 
my legs and the table top. Again, I try and maintain an 
awareness of  my body while reading aloud in this position.
5.I sit up and project the script onto the window blind in 
the same part of  the room, as before. 

In the SCRIPT “...” indicates a pause.
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Script

... 

...

Rubber-scented bubbles
what happened here?
The transcription of  the space doesn’t fit

...

contract, expect,
structures defining expectations 
forcing narratives
that fulfil a presumption

...

Sometimes you just need to say it aloud to hear, 
You might be able to position yourself  between 
giver and receiver
in that instance,
So your idea might oscillate,
And it’s not too big and it’s not too small 
Having another attentive hear
Encourages

My voice is closest to me, by directing attention to it, I may hide 
behind it and let this subterfuge allow something else through, 
in the shadows. The lines of  sight created by physical structures 
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covering and uncovering me say something to the messages 
passed in shadows. The repetitive cuts and blocks woven 
through with light are akin to the oscillation of  that third ear.

...

My home for the

using nobody’s history 

emptied of

but shadows stretch

at least

let

(Quickly):
the muscles inside your 

...
twitch 
willing

... 
constantly
maintaining 
understanding 
through
the
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motions
of  sound

(Quickly):
the muscles inside your 

...
twitch 
willing

... 
constantly
maintaining 
understanding 
through
the
motions
of  
sound

...

The messages passed in the shadows are akin to ideas formed in 
private, as they leak out.

small thing expanding as it takes place and space in public 
small thing grows to appear separate from its producer 
small thing has its own

... 
bursts
small thing shifts significances 
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asking us to breathe in
... 
...
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The Dancers Inherit the Party
An evening of  performances programmed by Sarah Tripp 

6:30 pm – Doors Open
Glasses of  Wolfburn Small Batch Release No.128 served 

Purchased from ‘The Good Spirits’ 
(23 Bath Street, Glasgow) 

by Maria Fusco

7:00 pm – Introduction
A close reading of  The Dancers Inherit the Party, Ian Hamilton Finlay

by Sarah Tripp

7:05pm – Mafia
Game 1 of  3

by Chloë Reid

7:50 pm – Dissecting SIMDA
The dissection and analysis of  defunct technology and a lack of  understanding

by Richard Taylor

8:35 pm – Mafia
Game 2 of  3

by Chloë Reid

9:20 pm – Intermission
Remaining Glasses of  Wolfburn Small Batch Release No.128 served

Purchased from ‘The Good Spirits’ 
(23 Bath Street, Glasgow) 

by  Maria Fusco



9:35 pm – Mafia
Game 3 of  3

by Chloë Reid

10:20 pm – Beginnings and endings never suffice
Enigmatic performance experienced through distance

by Suzanne van den Lingen

10:35pm – The Dancers Inherit The Party – but we don’t need to choose
Projected Body, Performed Text, Synchronised Breathing 

by Rebecca Wilcox

10:55 pm – Dancers and Talkers
Equestrian Psychedelia

by Aman Sandhu

11:20 pm – Closing words
The gift of  knowing when to leaves

by Brighton Upton-Trust

11:25 pm – Doors Close

The Poet’s Corner, Mitchell Library, Glasgow
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